
"Life is Strange," by Dontnod Entertainment and Square
Enix is a narrative-driven adventure game for platforms
including PC, PlayStation, and Xbox. It invites players into
the world of Max Caulfield, a photography student who
discovers she can rewind time.

In "Life is Strange," the central
narrative mechanic of time
travel not only serves as an
intriguing plot device but is
also a crucial gameplay
element that enhances the
game's mystery and
complexity. This mechanic
(left picture) enables players
to experiment with different choices, observe immediate
consequences, and reconsider their decisions. By weaving
this ability directly into the gameplay, Life is Strange
encourages players to think critically about the impact of
their choices, thus deepening the integration of the
narrative with the game mechanics. Using the MDA
framework, the game skillfully combines mechanics (time
travel) with dynamics (player experimentation) to evoke

specific aesthetic experiences such as empathy, tension, and
regret. Moreover, the game's narrative structure leverages
formal elements like rules (time rewind limits), objectives
(solving mysteries), and challenges (moral dilemmas) to
support the narrative and promote player reflection.

In my playthrough , I completed the first puzzle of the game,
where the player must save a girl from being shot in the
bathroom (right picture) by reversing time to pull the fire
alarm. I found this puzzle to be incredibly engaging, only
enhanced by the emotionally-charged narration of Max.
Moreover, the game does a great job of limiting the power of
the time travel mechanic in this scene (and throughout the
rest of the game), as Max will become physically weak the
further back you go, depicted as a clouded graphic that
cconsumes the screen (left picture). Players become unable



to travel too far into the past, meaning that they still have to
consider their choices carefully, making the narrative even more
impactful.

The setting of Arcadia Bay serves as more than just a backdrop;
it is a living, breathing entity that influences the narrative's
progression. The design of the environment, from the Blackwell
Academy to the quaint town itself, is
laden with foreshadowing and
symbolism. For instance, the
looming storm which the player is
first introduced to at the light house
(right picture) and the deteriorating
condition of the town mirror the
escalating tension and chaos in the
story. This architectural element

controls the pacing and mood, funneling players through a
physical and emotional landscape that mirrors Max's
journey. Futhermore, the arhitecture within the Academy
itself enforces strict boundaries on the player, with some
rooms being locked, steering the player toward the

immediate objective.
However, "Life is Strange"
could improve in its depiction of secondary characters,
who sometimes fall into cliché (especially the
annoying characters you have to interacct with in
class) or serve merely as functional aspects of
puzzles.

"Life is Strange" also features both narrative loops and
arcs, allowing player to retry dialougue choices (left
picture). The loops are evident in the repetitive nature
of time rewinds, allowing players to explore various
outcomes to specific interactions. These loops serve
as learning opportunities and ways to delve deeper
into the characters' lives. Compared to other games in
its genre, like "The Walking Dead" by Telltale Games,
"Life is Strange" offers a unique mechanic that directly
impacts the narrative. While both games rely on



choice-driven narratives, "Life is Strange" provides a literal rewind to see the immediate
consequences of decisions, unlike the irreversible choices in "The Walking Dead."


